
   Thank you for choosing a time-piece from our collection. 
   The Xezo Tribune Limited Edition 500 Chronograph watch is equipped with premium 
   quality Swiss-made Automatic Chronograph movement (ETA/VALJOUX 7750). 
     
 

 
 
 
FEATURES 

1. Swiss-made Automatic mechanical movement (ETA/VALJOUX 7750) with hours minutes and 
seconds display. 

2. Chronograph (CHRONO) function with one fifth seconds, minutes and hours display up to 12 
hours. 

3. “Accumulated” Time chronograph function. 
4. Day and Date display. 

 
 
Your watch is fitted with Swiss-made ETA/VALJOUX 7750 self-winding mechanical chronograph movement. 
Once fully wound, the automatic self-winding mechanical chronograph watch will continue to keep time 
for approximately 46 hours after removing it from your wrist. Beyond this time, the watch will stop. You will 
then need to rewind it manually by unlocking the screw-down crown (A), and then turning the crown (A) 
clockwise (approximately eight to ten turns) to provide it with the necessary power reserve.  
After that, your daily activity should wind the watch sufficiently to keep it running at night when it is 
not being worn.  You should wear your watch everyday to ensure optimal rewinding. 
 
Important note: To unlock the screw-down crown (A) turn it 4-5 times counter-clockwise. 
 
Note: As this is a mechanical watch, quartz watch accuracy cannot be expected. 
 
 
SETTING THE TIME 

1. Unlock the crown (A) by turning it 4-5 times counter-clockwise (toward you). Pull the crown (A) out 
to Position “3” (two “clicks” out. See diagram).  

2. Turn the crown towards you (hands move clockwise), until the Day and Date change after midnight. 
3. Then, continue turning the hour and minute hands to the correct time.  If it is afternoon you must go 

past 12 o’clock again (noon) to set the correct time. 
4. Once you have set the time, return the screw-down crown (A) to the locked position by pressing it  

against the case and turning it clockwise. Screw-down crown (A) now should be screwed down 
tightly to Position “1”. 



SETTING THE DAY AND DATE 
 
Important note: Do NOT set the Day/Date between the hours of 9:00 PM and 
3:00 AM. This may cause the display to become incorrect when the 
calendar changes, and it would become necessary to reset it again 
the next day. 
 
 

1. Pull the crown (A) to Position “2” (one “click” out.  See diagram). The watch will continue to run. 
2. Turn the crown (A) in one direction to set the Date, and in the opposite direction to set the Day of 

the week. 
3. Once the Day and Date are set, return the screw-down crown (A) to the locked position by pressing 

it against the case and turning it clockwise. Screw-down crown (A) now should be screwed down 
tightly to Position “1”. 

 
 
 
THE CHRONOGRAPH (CHRONO) 
A. Reading the Chronograph 

1. The maximum Chrono reading is 12 hours. 
2. The long Chrono second hand indicates elapsed one fifth Seconds (and Seconds) up to 60 

seconds. 
3. The small dial at the top shows elapsed Minutes. Please note that this dial reads to “30” Minutes. It 

therefore goes around two times for each elapsed Chrono Hour. 
4. Chrono Hours is indicated in the small dial at the bottom. 

B. Using the Chronograph 
1. Push Button “A” to start the chronograph. Push Button “A” again to stop the chronograph. 
2. Push Button “B” to return the chronograph to the “Zero” or starting point. 
3. To accumulate or “ADD” times together, the Chronograph can be started and stopped as many 

times as necessary. Use push button “A” to: “Start”, “Stop”; “Start”, “Stop”. 
 
 
 
                                                 Specifications: 
Case and Bracelet                                                       –  316L Stainless Steel 
Glass                                                                           –  Double-curved Sapphire Crystal 
Movement                                                                   –  Automatic ETA/VALJOUX 7750 
Case back                                                                    –  Sapphire Crystal Glass 
Water-Resistance                                                        –  100M/330FT 
 
 
 
Servicing Your Xezo Automatic Watch 
 
Although components in your watch have been manufactured from first-rate materials, 
certain parts are subject to natural wear and tear. It is vital that all moving parts are 
properly lubricated at all times and that the watch is cleaned at regular intervals to 
remove dirty oil. 
We therefore, recommend that you have your watch serviced about once every 3-5 years. 
Contact us for after-sales service.  
http://www.xezo.com  
 


